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Abst ract - -The  Bessel and Neumann fitted methods for the numerical solution of the Schr'ddinger 
equation is the subject of this paper. An eighth-algebraic-order m thod for the numerical solution 
of the SchrSdinger equation is developed in this paper. The new method has free parameters which 
are defined such that the method is fitted to spherical Bessel and Neumann functions. A variable- 
step procedure is obtained based on the newly developed method and the method of Simos [1]. The 
results produced based on the numerical solution of the radial SchrSdinger equation and of coupled 
differential equations arising from the SchrSdinger equation indicate that this new approach is more 
efficient han other well-known methods. (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Schrod inger  quation, Coupled differential equations, Bessel and Neumann fitting, 
Scattering problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several numerical  techniques exist in the l i terature for solving the SchrSdinger equat ion (see [2- 
4]). 
The radial SchrSdinger equation is a boundary value problem which has the form 
[l(l + 1) ] 
y"(x) = f (x ,  y) = [ ~  + V(x)  - k s y(x), (z) 
with one boundary condition given by 
y(0) = 0, (2) 
and the other boundary  condit ion, for large values of x, determined by physical  considerat ions.  
Equat ions  of this type occur very frequently in theoret ical  physics, in quantum physics, in nuclear 
physics, in theoret ical  chemistry, in quantum chemistry and elsewhere (see [5,6]), and there is a 
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real need to be able to solve them both efficiently and reliably by numerical methods. In (1), 
the function W(x) = l(l + 1)/x 2 + V(x) denotes the effective potential, which satisfies W(x) --~ 0 
as x ~ oo, k is a constant which may be complex, but in this paper, we will work exclusively 
with the case where k is a real number, l is a given integer, and V is a given function which 
denotes the potential. 
The form of the second boundary condition depends crucially on the sign of E. Here we will 
investigate the case E = k s > 0. In this case, in general, the potential function V(x) dies away 
faster than the term l(l + 1)/x2; equation (1) then effectively reduces to 
+ (E + 1) ] = o, (3) 
for large x. The above equation has linearly independent solutions kxjz(kx) and kxnz(kx), 
where jt(kx) and nl(kx) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, r .espectively. Thus, the 
solution of equation (1) has the asymptotic form 
y(x) ~-x--.oo Akxjl(kx) - Bkxnl(kx) 
~-x--.oo A[s in (kx -12)+tanS~cos(kx -~)  ] , 
where ~ is the phase shift which may be calculated from the formula 
y(z~)s(xl) - y(x l )S (x2)  
tanSl = y(X l )C(x2)  - y (x2)C(X l )  ' (4) 
distinct points on the asymptotic region with S(x) = kxjz(kx) and C(x) = for Xl and X2 
-kxnl(kz) .  
For the numerical solution of the Schr6dinger type equations there are two main categories 
of methods. Methods with constant coefficients and methods with variable coefficients, i.e., 
coefficients which depend on the stepsize and the frequency of the problem. The construction of 
methods, which belong to any of the above mentioned categories, is the subject of great activity 
in recent years (see [3] and references therein). 
One of the most well-known methods for solving the molecular scattering problem of the 
Schr6dinger equation (see [6]) is the iterative Numerov's method of Allison [7]. Recently, Raptis 
and Cash [8] have obtained second-order Bessel and Neumann fitted methods which are more 
efficient han the Numerov method or the iterative Numerov method of Allison [7]. 
Another approach for developing efficient methods for the solution of (1) is exponential fitting. 
This approach is appropriate because for large x the solution of (1) is periodic. A Numerov- 
type exponentially fitted method has been derived by Raptis and Allison [9]. Numerical results 
presented there indicate that these fitted methods are much more efficient than Numerov's method 
for the solution of (1). Many authors have investigated the idea of exponentialfitting, since Raptis 
and Allison. The most recent and interesting contribution to these methods is the proposed by 
Simos [10] (see Ixaru et aI. [11]). 
In Section 2, a description of the existing Bessel and Neumann fitted methods is presented. In 
Section 3, we will develop the eighth-algebraic-order B ssel and Neumann fitted methods. Based 
on the new method and on the method developed by Simos [1], we will develop in Section 4 a 
variable-step method. An application of the variable-step method to the radial SchrSdinger equa- 
tion and to the coupled differential equations arising from the SchrSdinger equation is presented 
in Section 5. 
2. BESSEL  AND NEUMANN F ITTED METHODS 
Raptis and Cash [8] have introduced a method for fitting the Bessel and Neumann functions, 
where jl(kr) and nz(kr) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively. 
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They considered the following two-step method 
Yn+l -- 2yn + Yn" l h 2 t b tl ~ b " It _ b " \ = ( 2Yn+l 1- lyn "1- OYn-1) (5) 
and required the above formula to integrate xactly the functions krj~(kr)  and krnt (kr ) .  The 
following system of equations i  obtained 
J2 - 2J1 -}- Jo = h 2 (b2F2J2 + blF1J1 + boFoJo), 
Y2 - 2Y1 -}- Yo = h 2 (b2F2Y2 + blFIY1 + boFoYo) , 
(6) 
where Fj = [(l(l + l))/(r2n+j_l) -k2]h  2, J j  = k rn+j - l j l ( k rn+j -1 ) ,  and Yj = krn+j - ln l (kr ,~+j_ l ) ,  
j = 0,1,2. 
By solving the above system of equations (6), the coefficients of method (5) are obtained. We 
note that the above method is of algebraic-order two. 
Simos and Raptis [12] have considered the following method 
,r b " " b - JI . . yn+2 - 2yn+t + 2yn - 2yn- t  + Yn-2 = h 2 (b4yn+2 + 3Yn+~ + b2yn + lUn-1 -~ boYn-2) (7) 
Requiring that method (7) integrates functions krj~ (kr) and krn~ (kr) they obtained the following 
system of equations: 
J4 - 2J3 + 2J2 - 2J1 + Jo = h 2 (b4F4J4 + b3F3J3 + b2F2J2 + blF1J1 + boFoJo), 
Y4 - 21(3 + 2Y2 - 2Y1 + Yo = h 2 (b4F4Y4 + b3FaY3 + b2F2Y2 + blF1Y1 + boFoYo), 
(8) 
where Fj - -[( l ( /+ 1))/(r2n+j_2)- k2]h 2, Jj = krn+j-2 j l (krn+j_2) ,  and Yj = krn+j_2nl(krn+j_2) ,  
j =0 , . . . ,4 .  
By solving the above system of equations (8) the coefficients of method (7) are obtained. We 
note that the above method is a four-step method of algebraic-order four. 
More recently, Simos and Williams [13] considered the following method 
ft  Yn+I = Yn+l - ah 2 (Y,~+I - Y~) , 
t !  ~ = yn - bh ~ (V~÷~ - 2y~ + yn-~)  , 
h 2 
(9) 
Requiring again that method (9) integrates the functions kr j l (k r )  and krnt(kr ) ,  they then ob- 
tained the following system of equations: 
m 
Jn+l 
J~+ ~ - 2Jn + J~- i  
Yn+l  
Y~ 
Y~ + ~ - 2 Y,~ + Yn-1 
= J .+ l  - a (F~+l Jn+l  - F . J~) ,  
= Jn - b (Fn+lJn+l - 2FnJn + Fn- l Jn -1 ) ,  
h 2 
= ~ (F~+~J~+I + lOF~7~ + F~_~Zn_~), 
= Yn+I - a (Fn+lYn+l - FnYn) ,  
= Yn - b (Fn+lYn+l - 2FnYn + Pn- lY~- l ) ,  
h 2 
= -~ (Fn+lYn+l + lOFnYn + Fn- lYn -1) ,  
(10) 
where Fq = [(/(/+ 1))/(rq 2) - k2Jh 2, Jq = krqjz(krq), and Yq = krqnl(krq), q = n - 1 , . . . ,  n + 1. 
By solving the above system of equations (10) the coefficients of method (9) are obtained. We 
note that the above method is a two-step method of algebraic-order four. 
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In the same paper, Simos and Williams [13] consider the following method: 
Yn÷l 
Y~+(i/2) = 
Yn+l -- 2yn ÷ Yn-i = 
I I 
1 h 2 
19--" 5 " (u~ + ~+~)  - ~ (3a~ + ~+1 - u._~,  
1 (~,~ + ~-~)  - 
bh ~ [ " Yn  - -  Yn+l  - -  
h ~ r . 
-~ [Yn+l ÷ 26--"yn 
h2 ~34 " 19- " - "  , 
3-~ [ y~ + ~_~ - 5y~+~) 
( --  )] 2 I I  , I I  - - I I  I I  Yn + Yn-i - 4 Yn+(1 /2)  - -  2Yn + Yn- (1 /2 )  , 
. (_,, _. )] + y,~_i + 16 + Yn-(1/2) Yn+(1/2) 
ill) 
Requiring that the above 
tained the following system of equations: 
'2,~+1 = J,~+~ - a (F,~+l J,~+~ - P~J;~) , 
-J,~+(i/2) = ~1 (gn ÷ Jn+i) - -~1 (34Fngn ÷ 19Fn+i-J,~+1 - 5Fn- I J . -1 ) ,  
-gn-(1/2) -- 51 (j,~ ÷ Jn-1) - 3-~1 (34FnJn ÷ 19F,~-lJn-1 - 5F.+~Y.+~), 
-Jn = Jn - b [F~+lJn+l - 2FnJn ÷ Fn-l Jn-1 
- 4 (Fn+(W2)-Jn+(i/2) - 2FnJn ÷ Fn-(i/2)Jn-(W2))], 
1 
J~+~ - 2J~ + z~_~ = ~6 [F~+ig~+~ + 26F~F~ + F~_~J ,~_~ 
+ l~ (F~+(:/~)7~+(:/~) + F~_c:/~)7~_(:/2)) ] , 
(12) 
Yn+I = Y,~+I - a (Fn+IY,~+t - FnY,~), 
- -  1 1 (34FnYn ÷ 19Fn+lYn+i - 5Fn- lYn-1),  Yn+(1/2) = ~ (Yn + Yn+l) -- ~ 
--Yn-(1/2) = -~1 (Yn ÷ Yn-1) - -~1 (34FnYn + 19Fn-lYn-1 - 5Fn+lYn+l), 
Yn = Ira - b [Fn+IYn+I - 2F~Y,~ ÷ Fn-iYn-1 
- 4 (F,~+C1/2)Yn+(1/2) - 2F,~Yn ÷ Fn-(1/2)Yn-(!/2))], 
1 
Y,~+I - 2Yn ÷ Yn-1 '= -~ [Fn+lYn+, ÷ 26FnYn ÷ Fn-IYn-1 
+ 16 (F,~+(1/~)Y,~+(1/2) + F,~-(1/2)7,~-(1/2))], 
where Fq = [(/(/÷ 1))/(rq 2) -k2]h 2, Ja = krqj~(krq), and Yq = krqn~(krq), q = n - 1, . . .  ,n ÷ 1. 
By solving the above system of equations (12) the coefficients of method (11) are obtained. 
We note that the above method is a two-step method of algebraic-order five. 
method (11) integrates the functions krjl(kr) and krn~(kr) they ob- 
3. AN E IGHTH ALGEBRAIC  ORDER 
BESSEL  AND NEUMANN F ITTED METHOD 
Consider the method 
Y,~÷(1/2) = (soy,~+l + sly,~ + s2y,~-i + s3y,~z2) 
+ h2(84y"+l+8~y;:+s6~"-l+~7~"-2), 
Yn--(1/2) = (boyn+l ÷ blyn ÷ b2yn-1 ÷ bayn-2) 
÷ h2(b'Y~+l+bsy:+b6Y"--l+b'Y~-2), 
Yn Yn a0h2[ " 2"  " (~" -2 - "  -"  )] : -- Yn+l - Yn ÷ Yn-1 -- 4 ~, n+(W2) Yn ÷ Yn-(1/2) , 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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Yn+(1/4)=[Coyn+I-}-ClYn'~-C2Yn-1-}-C3(yn+(1/2)--~n_(1/2))] 
c4yn+l + csy~ + + CT ~ (16) cSYn-1 Y~+(1/2) 
~n =Yn-alh2 [ y~+l-90~ "}-Y~-l-20(~q-(1/2)"}-Y~-(1/2)) 
l /  l /  Y .+I  - 2y .  + Yn- I  = h 2 to (Yn+1 + Yn-1)  ' " ~'  'l- r.ly n 
-[- ~2 (Y"~nt+(1/2) -~- y-~nt (1/2)) -~- $3 (Y-~nt+(1/4) -}- y-grit (i/4))], (19) 
where y'p' = f (xp,  yp), p = n - l (1)n  + 1, - "  ~ '  
Yn4"l/2 = f(xn::kl/2, Ynq-1/2), Y-tntq-i/4 ---~ f(Xn=l:l/4, Yn+l/4)" 
The coefficients of the above method are computer  based on the procedure described below. 
In order to have O(h 8) approximations to xn+l/2 the following systems of equations are ob- 
ta ined from (13) and (14): 
1 - So - s2 - 8 3 - 81 ~ O~ 
1 
-So + s2 +2s3  + ~ = O, 
1 1 1 
-2  s3  - ~ so  - s5  - ~ s2  - s4  - s6  - s7  + § = O, 
1 4 1 1 
-~  so + ~ s3 - s4 + ~ s2 + 2 sT + s6 + ~ = O, 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
24 s2 -  ~s3 - 5s4-  2ST--  5S6 -- ~-~So + ~ = O, 
1 4 1 1 4 1 1 
120 S2 + ~-~ S3 -- ~ S4 -- 1 -~ SO + ~ S7 + ~ S6 + 3840 = O, 
1 4 1 1 2 1 1 
--  72--0 S2 --  ~-~ S3 --  ~-~ S4 --  7 -~ SO --  ~ ST --  ~ S6 + 46080 = O, 
1 8 1 1 4 1 1 
5040 S2 + 3-~ S3 -- 1~ S4 -- ~ SO + ]-~ ST + 1-~ S6 + 645120 = O, 
(20) 
645120 
1 - bl - b2 - b3 - bo = O, 
1 
2 bo + 2b3 +b2 = O, 
1 _ 1 b2 - 1 bo - b4 - b6 - bz - b5 - 2 b3 = O, 
8 2 
1 1 4 1 
48 6 bo +2b7-  b4 + ~b3 + ~b2 +bs  = O, 
1 1 bo_.2b7 lb4_2  1 1 
384 24 ~ b3 - b2 - ~ be = O, 
1 1 bo+4bT_1  4 1 1 
3840 12---0 ~ b4 + b3 + 1-~ b2 + ~ bs = O, 
1 1 2 1 ~5 1 1 
46080 720b0 - ~ b7 - ~-~ b4 - b3 - ~ b2 - b8 = O, 
- -  + b2 - bo + bT - 1 8 1 
1--~ b4 + 3--~b3 + 1--~ b6 = O. 
(21) 
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The solution of the above systems of equation (20) and (21), is given by 
-37  23 9 205 -15  761 509 -25  
83-----1--'~' 84- '~1- -~'  87~--5---~' 81"~--1-~' 82----1--~' 85 :1 -~ '  86=1- - -~ '  80---- 12----8' (22) 
-9  -9  37 ' -171  -171 27 37 27 
b~ = ~5~' b7 = g i~'  bo = 1-~'  b6 = -~- ,  b~ = -g~- ,  b2 = ~,  b3 = ~,  b, = 1~ (23) 
In order to have O(h s) approximations to xn+l /4  the following systems of equations are ob- 
tained from (16) and (17): 
82575360 
1 1 
12288---5 + ~ co - ~ c7 - ~ c4 + ~6 c2 - ~ c3 - ~6  
1 1 1 1 1 
2949120 24c6-~-~c4 -~-~c2 -7---~ 
1 1 1 1 1 
322560 
1--CI --C0--C2 ---- O, 
1 
~-~-C2--C3--CO =0,  
i 1 1 
3-2 - c5 - c~ - c4 - ~ c2 - ~ co = 0, 
1 1 1 1 
38---4 - c7 + c6 - c4 + g c2 - ~-~ c3 - g CO = 0, 
1 1 1 1 1 
6144 2 C6 -- 2 C4 -- 2-4 C2 -- 2-4 co - -0 '  
1 1 1 1 
CO----0, 
1 
+ 1~6c6 - ~c7  - ~6~co - ~6c4  + 5--6~ c~ 
co- -O,  
- -  C3  -----0~ 
(24) 
1 1 
384 
1 -qo -q2-q l  -~0,  
1 
4 qo + q2 - q3 -~ O, 
1 1 1 
32 2q° - qs -  q6 -  ~q2-  q4 = 0, 
1 1 
6 qo + q6 - q4 - q7 - ~-~ q3 + ~ q2 = 0, 
1 1 1 1 1 
82575360 
6144 24 qo - ~ q4 - "~ q6 - -~  q2 -= O, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 
122880 120 qo - -~ q4 - -~  q7 + -~ q6 - ~ q3 + -~ q~ = O, 
1 1 1 1 1 
2949120 24 q4 - ~-~ q6 - ~ qo - ~-~ q2 -2 0, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
192---O q7 -- ~ q4 + ~ q6 -- 5-~ q0 + 5 - -~ q2 322560 q3 ---- 0. 
The solution of the above systems of equation (24) and (25) is given by 
co = 
605 -113 695 -81 103 
4096' c4 = 49152' c5 = 24576' c7 = 2048' CO= 49152' 
-579 2035 -5  
c2 = 409---6' cl = 204---8' c3 = 12-'8' 
5 605 103 81 -579  
q3 = 128' q2 = 4096' q4 = 49152' q7 = 2048' qo = 409-----6' 
695 -113  2035 
q5 = 24576' q6 = 49152' ql = 2048" 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
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In order to have an eighth-order method, we have the following system of equations from (19): 
1 
360 1! 
1 1 
20160 - 23040 t2 
1 - 2t3 - 2to - tl - 2t2 = 0, 
1 1 1 
12 16 t3 - to -  ~t2 = 0, 
1 1 1 
192 t~ - ~-~ t3 - ~ to = 0, 
1 1 
147456-------0 t3 - 3-~ to = 0. 
(28) 
The solution of the above system of equation (28) is given by 
47 332 -256 57 
to = 3780' t2 = 945' t3 = 94---5-' tl = 7--6" (29) 
Based on the above analysis and coefficients (22),(23) and (26),(27), we have the following two 
parameter family of two-step eighth-order methods Ms(ai), i = 0, 1 
1 
Yn+(1/2) = 1-~ (-25yn+1 + 205yn - 15yn-1 - 37yn-2) 
h2 :23 " 761y~ " 27- # ~ , 4- 1 -~ ~" Yn+l -4- -4- 509Yn_ 1 -4- Yn-2) -4- 0 (h s) 
1 " 
Yn-(U2) ---- 1~ [37 (Yn+l -4- Yn-2) -4- 27(yn -4- Yn-1)] 
h 2 
+ 5-~ [ -9  (Y~+I + Y~-2) - 171 (y~ + Y~-I)] + O (hS), 
l /  I I  I I  "Yn = Yn - aoh 2 [Yn+l - 2Yn + Yn-1 
-4  (Y~+(1/2) 2- " - "  - Yn +Yn-(1/2) ) ]  +0(h~) 
11605yn+l  + 4070yn - 579yn-l -160  (~n+(,/2) - ~n_(1/2)  ] Yn+(1/4) - 4096 
h 2 
49152 [n3y"+, - 1390y" - 103y"_~ 
( )] ( )  ,4,4,1944 - "  Yn+(1/2) - Yn-(1/2) -4- 0 h s , 
l [579yn+1- 4070yn - 605yn-,  -160  (,n+(1/~) - y-n_(U2)O ]Yn-(1/a) = 4096 
h 2 
+ ~ [103:÷! + 1390: -  113:_~ 
( -,, )] ( )  • 4"1944 -# Yn+(1/2) - Yn-(1/2) -4- 0 h s , 
~n = Yn -- al h2 [~+1 -- 90yg -4- Y~-I 
-,, ) ( )] (y- - .  ~ ,  --20 ~ n+(1/2) -4- Yn-(1/2) -4- 64 + Yn-(1/4) -4- O (h s) Yn+(1/4) 
h2 [ Yn-1) -4- 3078y n Yn+l -- 2yn -4- Yn-1 = 3780 47 (Y~+I +-"  ~ ~'  
--H " 
+1328(Yn+(1/2) "+ Y~n~-(U2))- 1024 (Y~+(1,4)+ Y--"~-(1/a))] , 
(30) 
where y~ = f (xp,  yp), p = n -  l(1)n.4. 1, ~q' = f(Xq,~q), q = n, yq 
- -H  
Yn±U2 = f(Xn+l/2, Yn±l /2 ) ,  Y'n±I/4 = f (Xn±l /4 'Yn±l /4 ) "  
The corresponding local truncation error is given by 
= f(xq,~q), q = n, 
LTE (h )= h i ° (  57 y(S) 513 ¢6~ 4427 y(S) 31 y(n l°))  (31) 
- 3584--'--6 al -4- ~ al ao y~" 4877107200 232243200 " 
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Demanding now that the family of methods Ms (a~, i = 0, I) integrate xactly the functions 
kxjl (kx) and kxnz(kx), where jl(kx) and nl(kx) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, 
respectively, we have the following equations 
1 (-25Jn+1 + 205Jn - 15Jn-1 - 37Jn-2) J=+(1/~) = 1-~ 
1 
+ ~ (23Fn+lJn+t + 761FnJ,~ + 509Fn-lJn-1 + 27F,~-2Jn-2), 
1 
Yn--(1/2) ~--- 1--~ [37 (Jn+l + Jn-2) + 27 (jn + Jn -1)]  
1 
+ 5-~ [-9 (Fn+tJn+l + Fn-2Jn'2) - 171 (FnJn + Fn-tJn-1)], 
-4  (F,~+CU2)-']n+O/2) - 2FnJn + Fn-c1/2)Tn-(1/2)) ] ,
"Jn+(1/4) --'~ 1 [605Jn+l +4070J,~ - 579Jr~-1 - 160 (Jn+o/2) - Jn-(1/2))] 4096 
1 
[113Fn+lJn+l - 1390F,~Jn - 103F,~-lJn-, 
49152 
+1944 (Fn+o/2)Tn+O/2) - Fn-(1/2)Jn-o/2) ) ] , (32) 
1 [579Jn+1 - 4070Jn - 605Jn-1 - 160 (~n+(1/2) - Jn - (1 /2 ) ) ]  Jn-(1/4) = 4096 
1 
+ ~ [103Fn+lJn+l + 1390F,~Jn - l l3Fn-lJn-1 
+1944 (Fn+(1/2)Jn+(1/2) -- Fn_cl/2)"Jn_(1/2) ) ] , 
7n ~- Jn - al [Fn+lJn+l - 90Fn"Jn + Fn- l Jn -1  
-- 20 (Fn+(1/2)-Jn+(1/2) + Fn_(1/2)Jn_(l/2)) 
+64 (F.+(1/4)7.+(1/4) + 
1 [47(Fn+1Jn+l + Fn-lJn-1) + 3078F~n Jn+l - 2Jn + Jn-1 = 378--"-0 
+ 1328 (Fn+(1/2)'Jn+(1/2) + Fn_(1/2)'Jn_(1/2)) 
-1024 (Fn+(1/n)-J,~+(1/4) + Fn-(1/4)-Jn-(1/4)) ],
and the equations 
1 
Y--n+O/2) = 1-~ (-25Yn+i + 205Yn - 15Yn-i - 37Yn-2) 
1 
+ ~ (23Fn+IYn+1 +761FnYn +509Fn-lYn-1 +27Fn-2Yn-2), 
1 
Y,~-O/2) = ~ [37 (Yn+1 + Y,~-2) + 27 (Yn + Yn-1)] 
I 
+ ~ [-9 (Fn+iYn+1 + Fn-2Yn-2) - 171 (FnYn + Fn-tYn-t)], 
(33) 
Y,~ = Y .  - ao[F ,~+,Yn+l  - 2F,~Y. + F . - IYn - I  
- 4 (Fn+(V2)F ,~+O/2)  - 2F,~Yn + F._(V~)F,,_O/2))], 
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- 1 [605Y.+1 + 4070r,, - 579Y._~ Yn+(]/4) = 409I~ 
-16o (7,,÷(]/~) - 7,,_(~/2))] 
1 
49152 [113F.+lY,,+] - 1390F,~Y. - 103F._IY,~_~ 
+ 1944 (Fn+(1/2)Yn+(t/2) - Fn - (1 /2 )Yn- ( l /2 ) ) ] ,  
-- 1 [579Yn+1 - 4070Yn - 605Yn-1 Yn-(1/4) --- 4096 
-16o (-z~+(,/2) - 7,,_(1/2))] 
÷ 4-'~1 [103Fn+]Yn+l + 1390FnYn - 113Fn-lYn-1 
+ 1944 (F.+(~/2)7,~+(~/2) - F . - (1 /2)~,~-0/2)) ] ,  
(33)(cont.) 
Yn = Yn - al [Fn+IYn+l - 90Fn'Yn -b Fn-lYn-1 
- -  20 ( Fn÷(1/2)'Yn+(1/2) "Jr" Fn_(1/2)'Yn_(1]2) ) 
+ 64 (Fn+o/4)'Yn+(l/4) + F.-cva)7,~-O/4)) ] ,
1[ 
Y.+, - 2Y. + Y._,  = 378b 47 (F.+IY.+I + F._IY._I) + 3078F .~.  
+ 1328 (F,+(I/2)Yn+(I/2) + Fn-(1/2)Yn-(U2)) 
- 1024 (fn+cl/4)'Yn+cl/4) +fn-Cl/4)'Yn-c,/4)) ],
where 
flq = kxqjl(kxq), 
[t(t +1)  
Fq=l. Zq 
Yq = kxqyL( kxq), 
k 2] h 2, 
q=n- l ,n - -~ n+~,n+l .  
Solving the above system of equations, we obtain the values of the parameters ai, i = 0, 1. 
4. ERROR EST IMATION 
It is known, (see, for example [8,14,15]) that there are many methods for the estimation of the 
local truncation error (LTE) in the numerical solution of systems of differential equations. 
In this work, we base our local error estimation technique on an embedded pair of integration 
methods and on the fact that when the order is maximal then the approximation of the solution 
for the problems with oscillatory or periodical solution is better. 
The new variable-step procedure consists of the following parts. 
(1) We divide the integration range into two distinct parts. 
(2) The first part of the integration runs from r = 0 to rc, where rc is a point such that IV(r)[ is 
small. In practice, we consider that V(r) is small when [V(r)l < 1/8. In the range 0 < r < 
re, the variable-step method is exactly described in [16]. We note here, that the eighth- 
algebraic-order method developed in [16] is a method with constant coefficients, while 
the eighth-algebraic-order method developed in this paper is a methods which integrates 
exactly the Bessel and Neumann functions and for this reason is method with variable 
coefficients. 
(3) For r > rc we use the following two variable-step procedures. 
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4.1. A Variable-Step Method 
We use as lower-order solution yL+l, for the purpose of local error estimation, the sixth-order 
Bessel and Neumann fitted method developed in [1]. As higher-order solution yH+l , we use the 
eighth-0rder Bessel and Neumann fitted method obtained above. Now, the local truncation error 
in yL+l is estimated by 
LTE= H --Yn+ll" (34) lYn+l L 
If the local error of acc is requested and the step size used for the nth-step is hn, the estimated 
step size for the (n + 1)St-step, which would give a local error equal to acc, must be 
hn+1 = hn ( a~E) l/q, (35) 
where q is the algebraic order of the method. 
However, for ease of programming, we have reduced all step changes to halving and doubling. 
Thus, based on the procedure developed in [20] the step control procedure which we have used is 
if LTE <acc, hn+l = 2hn, 
if 100 acc> LTE >acc,  hn+l -~ h,~, 
hn 
if LTE > 100 acc, hn+l = -~- and repeat he step. 
(36) 
We note that the local truncation error estimate is in the lower-order solution yL+l. However, 
if this error estimate is acceptable, i.e., less than acc, we adopt the widely used procedure of 
performing local extrapolation. Thus, although we are actually controlling an estimate of the 
local error in lower-order solution L Yn+l, it is the higher-order solution yg+l which we actually 
accept at each point. 
4.2. An  Embedded Method  
Based on the local error estimation defined in (34), we develop the following embedded pair. 
At every step we start using as lower-order solution yL+l , for the purpose of local error estima- 
tion, the second-order Bessel and Neumann fitted method developed in [8] and as higher-order 
solution yH+l the fourth-order Bessel and Neumann fitted method obtained in [13] and we check 
if LTE < acc. If this is true, then we double the step size. In the other case, we use as lower-order 
solution yL+l, for the purpose of local error estimation, the fourth-order Bessel and Neumann 
fitted method developed in [13] and as higher-order solution yH+l the fifth-order Bessel and Neu- 
mann fitted method obtained in [13], and we check if LTE <acc. If this is true, then we double 
the step size. Otherwise, we use as lower-order solution L Yn+l, for the purpose of local error esti- 
mation, the fifth-order Bessel and Neumann fitted method eveloped in [13] and as higher-order 
solution yH+l the sixth-order Bessel and Neumann fitted method obtained in [16], and again we 
check if LTE < acc. If the above is true, then we double the step size. Else, we use as lower-order 
solution yL+l, for the purpose of local error estimation, the sixth-order Bessel and Neumann 
fitted method developed in [16] and as higher-order solution yH+l the eighth-order Bessel and 
Neumann fitted method obtained in this paper, and we apply now the procedure developed in 
Section 4.1. 
We illustrate the new variable-step procedure described above by applying them to the solu- 
tion of (1), where V(x) is the Lennard-Jones potential which has been widely discussed in the 
literature. For this problem, the potential V(x) is given by 
y(z )  =m 2 x6 , 
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We solve this problem as an initial value one and, in order to be able to use a three-step 
method, we need an extra initial condition to be specified, e.g., yl(= y(h)). It is well known that, 
for values of x close to the origin, the solution of (1) behaves like 
y(x) ~- Cx 1+1, as x --~ O. (38) 
In view of this, we use Yl -- h l+1 as our extra initial condition. 
The problem we consider is the computation ofthe relevant phase shifts correct o four decimal 
places for energies k = 1, k = 5, and k = 10 and for I = 0(1)10. We will consider four approaches. 
Method MI: the iterative Numerov's method developed by Allison [7]. 
Method MII: based on the well-known variable-step method of Raptis and Cash [8]. 
Method MIII: based on the well-known variable-step method of Raptis and Cash [9]. 
Method MIV: based on the variable-step procedure developed by Simos [12]. 
Method MV: based on the variable-step procedure developed by Simos and Mousadis [13]. 
Method MVI: based on the variable-step procedure developed by Avdelas and Simos [3]. 
Method MVII: based on the method developed by Simos [19]. 
Method MVIII: the Runge-Kutta-Nystrbm ethod developed by Dormand and Prince 
(see [21, Table 13.4]). 
Method MIX: the Runge-Kutta-Nystrbm ethod developed by Dormand, EI-Mikkawy 
and Prince (see [22]). 
Method MX" based on the vaxiable-step method developed above. 
Method MXI: based on the embedded pair developed above. 
In Table 1, we present the average time of computation ofthe eleven phase shifts (for I = 0(1)10) 
correct o four decimal places for energies k -- 1, k -- 5, and k = 10. 
Table 1. Phase shift problem. Average time of computation for the calculation of 
the eleven phase shifts (for l -= 0(1)10) correct o four decimal places for energies 
k -- 1, k --- 5, and k -- 10 using the 11 methods mentioned above. 
Average Time 
Method 
of Computation (in seconds) 
MI 
MII 
MIII 
MIV 
MV 
MVI 
MVII 
MVIII 
MIX 
MX 
MXI 
2.750 
2.144 
1.716 
1.623 
1.543 
1.204 
0.734 
1.446 
1.056 
0.523 
0.312 
4.3. Coupled Differential Equations 
There are many problems in quantum chemistry, theoretical physics, atomic physics, physical 
chemistry, and chemical physics which can be transformed to the solution of coupled differential 
equations of the Schr6dinger type. 
The close-coupling differential equations of the' Schr6dinger type may be written in the form 
~x 2 + k 2 li(lix 2+ 1) _ Vii Yij = Z VimYmj, 
m=l  
for l< i<Nandm~i .  
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We have investigated the case in which all channels are open. Sowe have the following boundary 
conditions (see for details [7]): 
y~j = 0, at • = 0, (40) 
ki ~ 1/2 K~jkixnl~(k~x), (41) 
where jz(x) and hi(X) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively. We can also 
use the present method for problems involving closed channels. 
Based on the detailed analysis developed in [7] and defining a matrix K ~ and diagonal matri- 
ces M, N by 
Mij = k~xj~, (kix)5~j, 
Nij = kixnt, (kix)Sij, 
we find that the asymptotic ondition (41) may be written as 
y N M + NK' .  (42)' 
One of the most well-known methods for the numerical solution of the coupled differential 
equations arising from the SchrSdinger equation is the iterative Numerov method of Allison [7]. 
A real problem in quantum chemistry, theoretical physics, atomic physics, and molecular 
physics which can be transformed to close-coupling differential equations of the SchrSdinger type 
is the rotational excitation of a diatomic molecule by neutral particle impact. Denoting, as in [1], 
the entrance channel by the quantum numbers (j, l), the exit channels by (j~, l!), and the total 
angular momentum by J = j + l = j~ + l', we find that 
d ll(l ~ + 1)] ~ jjt{x~ = 2# .~ , .,, , Jjt 
~-~z~+k~'~ x ~ ~j,z,, , ~,~{3l;JlVl31,, l ;g)YJ"u'(x) '  (43) 
where 
kj,j = -~ E + -~ {j( j  + 1) - j '  (j' + 1)} , (44) 
E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle in the center-of-mass ystem, I is the moment of 
inertia of the rotator, and # is the reduced mass of the system. 
Following the analysis of [7], the potential V can be expanded as 
and the coupling matrix element may then be written as 
( j ' l '  ; J lV l j " t "  ; J> = 6j,j,,5~,l,, Vo(x) + f2 ( jT ,  j 'T '  ; J) V2(x), (46) 
where the f2 coefficients can be obtained from formulas given by Bernstein et al. [21] and l~j,j is 
a unit vector parallel to the wave vector kj,j and Pi, i -- 0, 2 are Legendre polynomials (see for 
details [22]). The boundary conditions are 
J j l  
yj,;, (x) = 0, at x = 0, (47) 
Jjl [ - i  1 
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Table 2. Coupled differential equations. RTC = Real time of computation (in sec- 
onds) to calculate IS] 2 for the variable-step methods (i)-(viii). acc= 10 -8. h max 
is the maximum stepsize. 
Iterative Numerov [7] 
Method 
Variable-step Method of Raptis and Cash [14] 
Variable-step Method of Raptis and Cash [8] 
Variable-Step Method of Simos [1] 
RKN1 
RKN2 
The New Variable-Step Method 
The Embedded Pair 
N h max RTC 
4 0.014 3.25 
9 0.014 23.51 
16 0.014 99.i5 
4 0.056 1.65 
9 O.O56 8.68 
16 0.056 45.21 
4 0.056 1.55 
9 0.056 8.43 
16 0.056 43.32 
4 0.448 0.14 
9 0.448 0.85 
16 0.224 4.90 
4 0.224 1.02 
9 0.224 6.33 
16 0.112 22.14 
4 0.224 0.82 
9 0.224 5.01 
16 0.224 13.43 
4 0.448 0.08 
9 0.448 0.55 
16 0.224 3.25 
4 0.996 0.04 
9 0.996 0.25 
16 0.448 2.20 
where the scatter ing S matr ix  is re lated to the K matr ix  of (41) by the relat ion 
S = (I + ig ) ( I  - iK )  -1. (49) 
To calculate the cross sections for rotat ional  excitat ion of molecular hydrogen by impact  of 
various heavy part ic les,  an a lgor i thm in which the numerical  method for step-by-step integrat ion 
from the init ial  value to matching points is included. This a lgor i thm is based on an analogous 
a lgor i thm which has been developed for the numerical  appl icat ions of [7]. 
For numerical  purposes, we choose the S matr ix  which is calculated using the following param-  
eters 
2# # = 2.351, E = I . I ,  a- ~ = 1000.0, y 
1 1 
V0(x) = ~ - 2 mz 6 , V2(x) = 0.2283V0(x). 
As is descr ibed in [7], we take J = 6 and consider excitat ion of the rotator  from the j = 0 
s tate  to levels up to j '  = 2, 4, and 6 giving sets of 4, 9, and 16 coupled differential equations, 
respectively. Fol lowing the procedure obta ined by Bernstein [22] and Al l ison [7] the potent ia l  is 
considered infinite for values of x less than some x0. The wave functions then zero in this region 
and effectively the boundary  condit ion (47) may be wr i t ten as 
= 0. (50)  
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For the numerical solution of this problem we have used the most well-known methods for the 
above problem: 
(i) the iterative Numerov method of Allison [7], 
(ii) the variable-step method of Raptis and Cash [14], 
(iii) the variable-step method of Raptis and Cash [8], 
(iv) the variable-step method developed by Simos [1], 
(v) the Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m method developed by Dormand and Prince (RKN1) (see [19, 
Table 13.4]), 
(vi) the Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethod developed by Dormand, E1-Mikkawy and Prince 
(RKN2) (see [201), 
(vii) the new variable-step method, and 
(viii) the embedded pair. 
In Table 2, we present he real time of computation required by the methods mentioned above 
to calculate the square of the modulus of the S matrix for sets of 4, 9, and 16 coupled differential 
equations. In Table 2, N indicates the number of equations of the set of coupled differential 
equations. 
In all cases, the embedded variable-step method developed in this paper is more accurate than 
other well-known finite difference ones for a given value of h max so that the new variable-step 
method can use a larger value of h max and still gets converged results. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, an eighth-algebraic-order B ssel and Neumarm fitted method for the 
numerical solution of the phase shift problem of the radial Schr6dinger equation and of the 
coupled differential equations arising from the SchrSdinger equation is introduced. Based on this 
new method we introduce anew variable-step method and an embedded pair for the solution of the 
SchrSdinger equation (radial and coupled differential equations). The numerical results given by 
this new variable-step method are better than those of the most well-known variable-step methods 
of Raptis and Cash [8,14], the iterative Numerov method of Allison [7], the Runge-Kutta-NystrSm 
method developed by Dormand and Prince (see [19, Table 13.4]) and the Runge-Kutta-NystrSm 
method developed by Dormand, E1-Mikkawy and Prince (see [22]). 
It can be seen from the theoretical and numerical results that the new method is more efficient 
than the other variable-step procedures, which are the most recent and well-known methods in 
the literature. 
All computations were carried out on a PC i586 using double precision arithmetic (16 significant 
digits accuracy). 
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